3VR VIDEO INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM™

3VR VIP ATM INTEGRATION

A powerful tool that correlates surveillance video to ATM transactions for
the fastest investigations and dramatic fraud reduction.
3VR VIP ATM INTEGRATION PROVIDES:
Powerful Searching
 	Conduct faster searches for video and events by
ATM receipt data, reducing investigation time.

activities.
	3VR VIP SmartStorage™ can store high quality
ATM events 15 times longer than conventional
DVRs, reducing storage costs and delivering years

ATM Search Fields (sample)

3VR VIP SmartStorage™: save and search through years of ATM/Teller events

of searchable images.
Effortless and Secure Integration
	Obtain receipt data from your ATM platform with

ATM event: results from search for ATM event by transaction number

	With 3VR VIP Analytics™, perform powerful
searches for faces associated with specific ATM
transactions and then search for your suspect’s
face across multiple locations to see if the suspect
has been involved in other suspicious or criminal

Customized fields: searching by a range

minimal changes to your bank’s IT infrastructure
(see possible integration options on back).
	Integrate with common ATMs including NCR,
Diebold, Wincor, and more.
	
With the optional software customization, you can:
	Remove confidential or unwanted data
Customize the appearance of transaction data

Face similarity search results: suspect’s face is found across different locations

	Customize searching with multiple data fields
or ranges, and perform more targeted searches

3VR VIP ATM INTEGRATION
3VR OFFERS THE FOLLOWING TWO OPTIONS FOR INTEGRATING ATM DATA:
The 3VR ATM Data Capture Plug-in:
How it works: The 3VR VIP Appliance™ captures ATM data by observing ATM-to-Host network traffic.
Attributes:
 	ATM is running the Diebold 911/912 or NCR DirectConnect+ protocols
	ATM is connected over an Ethernet network
 No ATM configuration is needed
 	Network configuration allows 3VR VIP Appliance to observe ATM-to-Host network traffic
	There is no end-to-end encryption from the ATM to the host

The 3VR Diebold XApCom Plus® Receiver Plug-in:
How it works: ATMs with XApCom Plus® are configured to send ATM data to the 3VR VIP Appliance™.
Attributes:
 	ATMs have Diebold’s XApCom Plus® application installed (XApCom Plus® is installed on all Diebold ATMs
purchased after 6/09 or can be purchased)
	ATM is connected over an Ethernet network
	ATM requires the IP address of 3VR VIP Appliance
	Works even when encryption is enabled
	No network configuration is needed
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Visit www.3VR.com for up-to-date materials and information about 3VR products.

